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ABSTRACT
Because of the complexity of most three- and four-center integrals that
arise in the variational treatment of molecular structure, approximations have
been useful in their evaluation. The Margenau approximations are intended to
have good accuracy when the distance, R, between the charge distributions involved
in the integrals is large compared to the spatial size of the distributions.
Comparisons of values given by these approximations with accurate values of
some relatively simple three- and four-center integrals confirm this fact.
Comparisons with the Sklar and Mulliken approximations indicate that Margenau's
second approximation is more accurate than those latter approximations in nearly
all cases similar to those considered here when R i q at least about five times
the radial size of the atomic orbitals upon which the molecular wave functions
are based. The form of the multipole expansion for the integrals may be used
to predict and interpret the relative accuracies of the approximations in terms
of the inclusion or neglect of the effects of higher multipoles and cverlaping
of the charge distributions. A proposed combination of Margenau's two approxi-
mations is found to be superior to both in most cases.
This work was supported in part by the Office of ?naval Research and the
Air Force Office of Scientific Research (at Yale University).
to major portion of this work was carried out while the author was an
Instructor in Physics at Yale University.
ttThe author is a National Research Council Postdoctoral Associate in the
Laboratory for Space Physics at Goddard Space Flight Center.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In spite of the large amount of work that has been done on the evaluation
of the three- and four-center integrals that occur in the variational treatment
of molecular structure, many of these integ-•als remain a problem because of
their great complexity. Except in a few cases the exact forms which have been
found for some of the integrals involve infinite series and other expressions
or procedures difficult to use. 1 Although computers have been successfully
employed in the numerical evaluation of some of the integrals 2-4 , the results
often provide only limited insight into the nature of the integrals.
Several approximations for the three- and four-center molecular integrals
have been proposed and have been used with apparent success. 5 17 Consideration
is given here to two approximations proposed by Margenau5 which are not spec-
ifically well known, but which have yielded good results for the H-B2 and H2-H2
intermolecular potential energies.5-7
Direct determinations of the accuracy of these approximations by comparisons
of accurate and approximate values are presented here for a number of relatively
simple three- tsnd four-center molecular integrals involving certain specific
nuclear configurations. In addition, their accuracies are compared with the
accuracie3 of the Sklar8 and Mulliken9 approximations. The results are capable
of being predicted and interpreted in terms of the degree of neglect or over-
emphasis of the effects of overlap and higher multipoles of the charge distri-
butions involved.
I
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II. THE THREE- AND FOUR-CENTER MOLECULAR INPEGRAIS EMPLOYED
The integrals for which comparisons oetweeu accura'.c ­d aj proximate values
are given in Sec. VI are instances of the three- and four-center coulomb exchange
integrals,
I. (aa, bp;c^,db)
	 SJ^aa(^i) ib^g^fi) A^ Cr(r^)^dL(1",) dr dr, ,	 (1)
where 'Y act , 'Ybo, 
Ycy' Yd8 are normalized real atomic wave functions whose forms
are designated by a, p, y, 8 and which are centered on nuclei at positions
a, b, c, d; r l
 and r2
 are general designations of the coordinates of elec-Grons
1 and 2; and r12 is the int.^relectron distance.
Figure 1 show , .,.he ^,arious nuclear centers, distances, angles, line seg-
ments, and points involved in the discussions of this and following sections.
Each integral given by Eq. (1) is equivalent to the electrostatic potential
energy between two distributions of charge, eYaa (rl ) Tb5 (r l ) and eTcy (r2 ) 'Ydy(''2)-
The integrals are four-center integrals when the four nuclear centers a, b,
C, d a=e distinct, three-center integrals when two of the centers coincide.
In the latter case the resulting integrals are the absolute values of the negative
nuclear attraction integrals if the charge distribution about the coinciding
centers (taken here to be c and d) is a delta function of charge e. Hence,
Eq. (1) may be considered to include the nuclear attraction integrals that are
likewise consideree in Sec. VI.
The integrals given by Eq. (1) are the only integrals involving more than
two centers which arise in the variational treatment of molecular structure,
provided the wave function for the molecular electrons is taken to be a.
linear combination of products of atomic electron wsve functiuns (LCAO method).
r
n /
3
The integrals considered here result from Eq. (1) when ` aa (r,,) and
Y..bo (rj ) are each taken to be the ground state hydrogen wave functions for
unit nuclear charge, (n ao3)- ^ e - ria/ao and (n a  )- J e- r2b/ao, while
Ircy (r2 ) and `Ydy(r2) are either taken to be of the same form, or the charge
distribution a Tdy (r2) TC6 (r2) is a delta function of charge e. Each of the
resulting integrals then depends only on the positions of the centers.
a, b, c, d.
The approximations and accurate values are compared for two types of
sequences of positions of the centers. In the first type, the distance, R,
between ab and ca, which are the midpoints of line segments ab and cd, is
varied while the lengths, Rab and Rcd, of line segments ab and cd are fixed.
In the second type of sequence the ratios R ab/R and Rcd/It are fixed while R
varies. The sequences include the limits R O and R ~ m.
In the first type of sequence and in the limit R - 0 some three- and
four-center integrals remain difficult to evaluate, whereas others, like
those employed in Sec. VI, reduce to simper forms which may be calculated.
In the limit R -» m all integrals represented by Eq. (1) approach Q ,  Q2/R in
this sequence. The quantities Qi, and Q2 are the total charges of the
distributions of electrons 1 and 2. In the second type of sequence and in the
limit R -• 0 all integrals giver by Eq. (1) become single center integrals,
the values of which are known or may be computed. For R m in this sequence
the limiting forms of the integrals are not always easy to evaluate. In this
limit most, if not all, integrals for which linas ab and cd overlap for a portion
of their lengths have a form, const. x Q l Q2 In
 
RAR I whereas most, if not all,
of the other integrals reduce to const. x Q l Q2/R.
4
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III. A MEANS FOR MIERPRETING THE ACCURACIES
t
The bipolar multipole expansion of the integrals given by Eq. (1) may be
used in the qualitative consideration of the nature and accuracies of the
Margenau approximations as we 4 as in comparing them with the Sklar and Mulliken 3
approximations. The centers for the bipolar expansion are chosen to be ao
and ac, since these points are the geometric centers of the charge distributions'
involved in the integrals considered here. The bipolar multipole expansion.
may be obtained by expending the integrals in spherical harmonics of the polar
angles 8 1 and 82 between lines ab and cd and the line AM, and the azimuthal
angles f1 and #2 of lines ab and cd around line abed. The result as applied to
Eq. (1) may be written in the form,
eo Z
^" 
Mt > A
(a00^)f,,sj) O Q , R&6)Red) .
(2)
• P;""j^e: 
a,3 p;'"'t^os g^ cos rnC^^ •	 :
where the P,Iml are associated Legendre polynomials, while the symbols >
and < denote ' the greater of and 'the lesser of respectively. In the type
of multipole expansion represented by Eq. (2) the implicit multipole moments
are functions of R in addition to P ab and Rcd and the expansion is exact for
all values of R, R ab and P.
A term in the expansion, (2), when the sum over m bas been carried out, is
the contribution to I from the potential energy between the 11i h multipole
of the charge distribution of electron 1 and the 12th multipol,r of the
charge distribution of electron 2. Because of the overlap of the charge
distributions, which have non-zero extent, the f's have no simple dependence
upon R, Rab , and Rcd , except in the limits R 0 and R — -. When I represents
a nuclear attraction integral, only terms with 1 2 = 0 occur in the expansion.
.	 5
0 , .
In the form given by Eq. (2) the evaluation of an integral consists
of determining the f (a ' 8 ' Y ' a) . Hence, the accuracy of an approximation fort 14 lml
an integral may be evaluated in terms of the accuracy with which it approximates
the f (^'^' Y ' a) . Therefore, predictions and evaluations of the accuracies114 (m1
of the Margenau approximations and the accuracies of the Sklar and Mulliken
approximations, to which they are compared, will be carried out by considering:
(1)the degree and manner in which the approximations include each f (and hence
the degree to which the various multipole interactions are included) and
(2)the degree to which each f includes the effects of the overlap of the
charge distributions.
i
s
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IIV. THE MARONAU APPROXIMATIONS
The Margenau approximations were employed on intuitive grounds in cases
where the ratios R ao, R /Rab , and R/Rcd are large. They were uaed to estimate
1
	
	 and calculate values for the three- and four-center integrals which occurred
in a determination of the H-H2 and H2-H2 intermolecular potential energies at
intermediate and long range distances. 5-7 The results are in good agreement
with calculations by Mason apd Hirschfelder for the same intermolecular
potential energies at short and intermediate range distances.
The Margenau approximations are apparently the original members of a class
of approximations called the "point charge approximation." ll These
approximations involve the replacement ::,f the charge distributions in the
integrals by point charges. Different forms of the approximations involve
differences in the number of point charges per charge distribution, differences
in the positioning of the point charges, and whether one or both charge
distributions are so replaced. In all cases a distribution is replaced by
point charges with the same total charge. Under the condition that a distribution
is replaced by a single charge, the Margenau approximations are probably the
most accurate of the point charge approximations that could be generally applied
to the types of integrals considered in Sec. YV.
In the first and extremely simple approx:Unation, M1, Margenau replacea
both charge distributions in Eq. (1) by point charges at the geometric centers
of the distributions. Each of the charges has a value equal to the total
charge of the distribution replaced. For the integrals considered in Sec. VI
the geometric centers are the points al and c$. In My therefore,
k;
.7	 xs
11
where the total charges Q 3. and Q2 of the two distributions .of charge are
equivalent to a times the overlap integrals, a l and a2 , giv,;n by
I
F...
^` =	
S ^I++a,^(^,) 'YbAt^,3 d1', and ^* S me'r	 air. Jr7.	 (4)
Equation (3) results from Eq.. (2) 1 u only the 11 = A2 = 0 term. is
taken and f000 is approximated by Its value iu the limit Rao, R/Rab , R/Rcd m.
Thus, Ml includes only the monopole-molopole term of an integral and neglects
the effects of overlap entirely. Ml wi.' -1 _ :.lerefore be, accurate when
Rao , R/Rab , and R/RCd are simultaneously large but will be inaccurate when
R ao is small irrespective of the values of R ab and Rcd. Wien RAO  0
and either Rab and Rcd, or R/Rab and R/Rccl are fixed, the M 1 approximations to
the integrals diverge, whereas the integrals themselves do not.
7x1 the limit R/a o w with R/Rab and R/Rcd fixed, Ml does not in general
yield a value fcr an integral that approaches the , xact value of that integral.
In this limit an integral as rpproximated ay Ma , will be proportional to the
exact resift in the case-in w%ich the integral is one whose exact value
approaches const. x Q3. g2/R, but an integral as approximated by Ml •gill tend
to zero relative to the exact result in the other case in which the exact
result approaches coast. x Q1Qe AD AIR.
In Margenau's Second approximation ,. M2, the charge distribution of elec-
tron 1 alone is replaced by an equal point charge at the geometric Centex of
she charge distribution, and the integration over the coordinates of electron
2 in Eq. (1) is then carried out. This process is repeated with the charge
listribution of electron 2 alone being similarly replaced, and the mean of
the two results is taken. Thus, lit M2
8
I (aa,bia;cr,ds) 2L 4(&I S'41
a
 'I'et(r,)VA60)dr2
where r2' is the distance from electron 2 to the geometric center of the charge
distribution of e1F.,tron 1 and rl ' is analogously defined. Use of M2 therefore
reduces the determination of a three- or four-center integral.involving two
charge distributions of non-zero . extent to the determination of two three-
center integrals that are equivalent to nuclear attisetion integrals. For
the cases considered in Sec. VI these three-center integrals are known in
relatively simple, closed form.
Equation (5) results from Eq. (2) in the following way. In Eq. (2) only
0 terms are taken and each 
f0120 is given the form it would have if the
charge distribution of Electron 1 were a point charge with a charge Q1.
This procesf, is repeated, taking only the 1,210 0 terms, and the mean of the
two results is taken. If the terms in the final result are then put in the
form of Eq. (2), the resulting foo is exact in the limit Ra o' R/Rab'
R/Rcd -0 Co. and the resulting f
'el oo and fOA2o for I, * t2 2 ' 1 possess one-half
of their exact values in this limit. Since only one charge distribution at
a time is replaced by a point charge in M2, each of the f's includes the
effects of overlap to a certain degree. Thus. M 2 takes account of the
moropole-monopole term and a partial account of the monopole
-higher multipole
terms but negle ^.ts the higher multipole -higher maltipole terms, and for each
of the included terms, M2 makes a partial allowance for the effects of over-
lap. M2 is therefore expected to be accurate for simultaneously large values
of Rao' R/Rab' and R/Rcd' but '-naccurate for small.R/a o , as was the case
t
^	
9	
-
9
rwith k . For most instances of the integrals, however, I2 will give more
accurate values than 14,. because !2 includes part of the effects of higher
multipoles and overlap 4bereas M4 does Lot.
In general, t2 like N does not yield exact values for the integrals
in thF limit R/ao -0,0 
with R/Rab and R/Red fixed. Haweiver, in most, if not
all cases in this limit N& gives 	saims for the Ursa- and four-*anger
integrals that am proporb1=1 to the exact exprasaiooa, coast. s 94ga/R
or coast. z 414a An R/R•
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V. THE SIQ.AR AM MUIZIKEN APPROXIMATIONS,
COMPARISONS i0 Ml AND M2
The accuracies of the Margenau approximations are compared in Sec. VI
to the accuracies of the Sklar8 and Milliken9 approximations. The latter
are chosen for this purpose, in spite of the fact that more accurate ap-
lzroximations exist, 12 because they yield relatively simple formulae for the
integrals and because they have been the most extensively employed.
In the Sklar approximation, S, as applied to the cases of Sec. VI, the
charge distributions in Eq. (1), a ta,,(rl ) tbo(rl ) and a *CY("r2 ) *d6 (r2 ),
are replaced by charge distributions of equal total charge, 
a aab
(r1 1 and a pcd *My(r2) #Eaa (-* ). The resulting charge distributionsi^
are centered at the points at and R. Hence, S reduces three- and four-
center integrals to two center integrals. In S,
Ran ai3ari^j^ • kle del SS V..O.A.AM)e ^Z^^^^'a^t^f^^^^Ys • (6)
The Sklar approximation results from Eq. (2) when only the A l = A2 =  0
term is retained and a particular approximate form for f 00 is employed.
The approximate form of f000 is exact in the limit R/ao, R/%b, R/Rcd -» m'
and includes the effects of overlap. 8 is therefore similar to M, in that
it includes only the monopole-monopole term of an integral but is superior
to M1s in particular for small Rao, in that it includes the effects of
overlap. M2 is superior to S in that it takes partial accoun'j of the higher
multipole terms but is inferior in that it takes lees account of overlap.
It is therefore expected that S will be more accurate than M2 for small R/ a`,
but M2 is expected to be more accurate than S for simultaneously large values
of Rao, R/Rah, and R/R.. li
J
In the limit R/a o ^ co with R/Rab and R/Rcd fixed, values of integrals
as approximated by S approach the values of corresponding integrals as
approximated by M1 . Hence, S will also yield values for the integrals
that are sometimes proportional to the exact values in this limit. It is
therefore expected that the accuracy of S will usually be less than that of
M2 but greater than that of M, (since S includes the effect of overlap) for
simultaneously large values of R/a o, Rab/ao, and Rcd/ao . In the limit
R/ao 0 with R/Rub and R/Rcd fixed, the charge distributions of S ap-
proach the exact change distributions. Hence, the values of integrals
given by S are exact in this limit, and S is expected to be more accurate
than M, or M2 for simultaneously small values of R /ao, Rab/ao' and Rcd/ao'
In the Mulliken approximation, M, the charge distributions, a *ao(rl)
b^(rl ) and a * ('r ida(r2),
 
in Eq. (1) are replaced by the charge dis-
tributions of equal total charges, 2 pab(^'so(rl) +,^b,(r l )) and
2 ,cd(icy(r2) + *db (r2)) . s The Charge diBtributian of electron 1 thus be-
comes the sum of two charge distributions centered at nuclear centers a and
b, and the charge distribution of electron 2 becomes the sum of two charge
distributions centered at nuclear centers c and d. Hance, M reduces three-
and four-center integrals to a finite sum of two center integrals. In M,
I( x 6ro ;c.^,d5) = y Dab had	 ^ ^^^	 is ^f=) dr, dry
(7)S^a g; VI (f,,) At!r
+S^^^c 	 g(r^4rd'r,' + S^'Y ot^^, (f._)dre •
 2)
1z
The Mulliken approximation results from Eq. (2) when all terms in the
multipole expansion are retained and particular approximate forms for the
f 1112 
m are emg'_oyed. Each of the approximate f11
,12 
m will include the
effects of overlap, but each will in general be larger than the exact
f151 ,92 
m Lecause M elongates the distributions along the internuclear axes.
Since M includes the effects of overlap to a larger degree than M1 or M2a
it is expected tbat M1 and M2 will be less accurate than M for small values
of R/a o . Without a more detailed consideration it is difficult to predict
the accuracy of M1 and M;: relative to M for large values of R/a o' R/Rab'
and R/Rcd'
In the limit R/a o -4 m with it/Rab
 
and R/Rcd fixed, values of the integrals
as approximated by M approach coast. x ' dab Qcd if either of the centers a and
b are conincident with either of the centers c and d_due to an overemphasis
of overlap at the coincident centers, or the values apr•rc..ch coast. x AabA d/R
otherwise. Hence, the accuracies of M may be inferior or superior to the
accuracies of M1 but will usually be inferior to the accuracies of M2 for
simultaneously large values of R/a o, Rab/a o, and Rcd/a o . As was true with
S. the charge distributions of M approach the exact charge distributions in
the limit R/a o -. 0 with R/Rab and R/Rcd fixed. Bence, M Le expected to be
more accurate than Ml
 or M2 for simultaneously small values of R/a o, Rab/ao'
and Rcd/ao•
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VI. DIRECT DETERMINATIONS OF M, AND M 2 ACCURACIES,
CCHPARISONS WITH M AND S ACCURACIES
The integrals for which comparisons between approximate and accvrate
values were made were chosen from the limited number of relatively simple
three- and four-center integrals for which accurate values are readily
available. The angular configurations of the nuclear centers for each basic
type of integral were taken to be as different as possible, and for each con-
figuration all values of R, Rab , and/or Rcd for which accurate values could
be obtained were included. The formulae for the specific integrals in the
nine subsequent cases are given below. The nuclear configurations for each
case are given in Fig. 2. In case 5 the nuclear centers lie in a single plane.
Cases 1, 2, 3, 4:
4
I (0-3 b; c) _	 e "wia. a "'''"°	 d1;	 (8)
Case 5:
I td,b;c,,d) _	 -^	 @ r" ^a• a 	 _^ E r'e`^a• E r'^^^"d'Y4'r	 (9)a°
Cases 6, 7:
	
^ (	 r /a - ^^ p. 1I la,b;c,c) :2	 J e 
^s . e r i 
r, 
6 
^9ra4/a, dr, dry , (lo)
Tr 0
Cases 8, 9:
r
^ td, b; b,d) _ ;' ^ er'°^a' a r,`^a„ ^ e ^,r^q. ^ "'^^^°°^?;^h,	 (11)
14
3
rIn cases 1-5 the sequences of configurations are of the .first type in
which R/ao varies while Rab and Rcd are fixed. In cases 6-9 the sequences
are of the second type in which R/a o varies while R/Rab and R/Red are fixed.
M2 does not apply to the three-center nuclear attraction integrals of cases
1­4 whose evaluated form is known 18 because one of the two terms that are
averaged in M2 is the exact result in this case. Cases 6-9, and to s lesser
degree the other cases, represent a severe test for M1 and M2 since these
cases largely involve relatively small values of R/ a b and/or R/Rcd whereas
the intent of Ml and M2 is to be accurate for large values of 
R/Rab and
R/Rcd'
The Ml , .42 , 'S, and M formulae for the integrals of each case may be
obtained from the equations and discussions of Sec. II-IV. For M l , S, and
M determination of the integrated formulae involve only simple, well known
two-center integrations. In M2, a three-center nuclear attraction integral
occurs, the evaluated form of which is given in Ref. 18.
The results of the comparisons are given in Tables 1-9 for cases 1-9.
The accurate values of the integrates are taken from the works of Hirschfelder
and Weygant, l9 Boys and Shavitt, 3 and Magnasco and Musso.4
In considering the results it is important to bear in mind that neither
MI , M2s S, nor M yield values far the integrals that are in general either
upper or lower bounds to the exact values. Thus, t^e difference between
accurate and approximate val+ y- :',:r each ep ee may pass through zero within
the particular sequence of configurations of each case. In lieu of means by
which these points of zero error can be predicted, the high accuracy in the
vicinity of these points must be regarded as fortuitous and should not be
considered to have any particular significance in assessing the accuracy of the
approximations.
if
f^
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The exact R = m limiting forms could rot be determined for cases
8 and 9• The R = co "accurate" value for case 8 was found by replacing the
charge distributions by uniform line segments of charge extending from a to
b end c to d. This process gives a result which is proportional to the exact
value but gives only an approximate value for the constant of proportionality.
For case 9 the above model fails and only an expression which is proportional
to the exact result could be determined.
As expected, it is Y%pparent from the tables that M1
 possesses poor ac-
curacy in the majority of instances considered here and is usually inferior
r
to M2, S, and M. In most cases, therefore, M1 is usefU,
 only in obtaining
very rough estimates for the values of the integrals. Exceptions to this
occur, as expected, for simultaneously large values of Ra o, R/Rab, and R/Rcd
where M1
 is nearly as accurate Pz M2
 end 8 and more accurate than M, as il-
lustrated by Tables 1-5. Tables 1-5 and to a lesser degree Tables 6-9
demonstrate the fact that as R
	 values given by My and S become equal.
Since S includes the effects of overlap to a large degree while M1
 neglects
overlap entirely, values of R far which Ml
 and S give nearly equal results
mark the points at which the effects of overlap become unimportant. Such
values of R lie between 5 a  and 7 a  for Gases 1-5 and are estimated to be
about the same for Cases 6-8. The value for Case 9 is uncertain. Due to
the simplicity of Ml , it should be useful in determining which, if any,
integrals may be neglected in a given molecular structure calculation.
The results given in all of the tables bear out to a :.arge degree the
expectations regarding the accuracy of M 2
 relative to S and M expressed in
Sec. V. A comparison of the accuracies of M2, S, and M for sequences of
values of R in which Rob and Rcd remain fixed is illustrated only by Table 5.
Here M2
 is less accurate than S and M for small values of R but more accurate
than S for R ,^ 5 a  and more accurate than M for R ,Z 3.5 so. Comparisons of
	
f
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raccuracies for sequ-^nces in •which Rab/R and RcdA remain fixed occur in Tables
6-9. Here the maximum values of R included in the tables (except for R
vary from about 4 a  for Table 6 dokm to about 1.5 a o for Table 9. It.is
therefore not unexpected that in these cases M2 is inferior to both S ana M
in nearly all instances. It is clear, however, from the values and the
tendencies of the values of the last rows of the tables.and from the W,-+ co
limiting values that M2 becomes more accurate than S and M for certain values
of a, as was expected. For Table 7 these values of R are about 4 a  and 3 a 
relative to S and M respectively, and for Table 8 the value relative to M is
about 3 a o . In the other cases these values of R lie off the tables. but
appear to be roughly the same. It may be concluded, therefore, that in
nearly all cases M2 is more accurate than S for values of R Z 5 a  and more
accurate than M for R Z 3.5 ao . An exception to this would probably occur
for cases not included here in which R/Rab and R/Rcd are considerably smaller
than unity.
It is interesting to note that in all cases considered here S is more
accurate than M2 for R < 4 ao and that S and M are more accurate than one
another for the same values of R in about as many instances as not. Since S
includes the effects of overlap but does not include the effects of higher
multipoles, while M2 and M include both effects, it may be concluded that
the effects of overlap are more important than the effects of higher multipoles
in most cases for R jC
 
4 too Since M2 is more accurate than 8 for R x S ao,
the opposite is true for these higher values of R. This is consisteLc with
the conclusion previously reached by comparing A, and S that the effects of
overlap are unimportant for R > 7 ao'
17
The statement has been made that the smallest of two approximate
values for an integral is usually the more accurate. In comparing the
Sklar and Mul.liken approximations for the cases considered here it is
found that there are 36 instances in which the smaller value is more
accurate and 19 instances in which it is not.
I
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VII. A COMBINATION OF THE MARGENAU APPROXIMATIONS
An approximation that is often superior to both M. and M2
 may be obtained
by taking twice the value of an integral as given by M2
 and subtracting from
that the value as given by M1 . There are two reasons why this should be an
improved approximation. First, it may be seen from the discussion of See. IV
that in the limit R	 with Rab and Rcd fixed,242-M1 gives exactly the monopole-
monopole and monopole-higher multipole terms of the integral. This is in
contrast to M, which includes only the monopole-monopole term and to M2
 which
in addition includes only one half of each monopole-higher multipole term.
Second, 2I?-M1
 will represent the effects of overlap to a better degree for
values of R that are not very small. This is because the partial allowance
of overlap in M2
 is improved upon by the subtraction of M 1 which includes no
effects of overlap. In other words, the Lack of complete allowance for the
effects of overlap in M,- is in some degree canceled by subtracting a quantity
which has a greater lack of allowance for overlap. For very small values of
R, 2M2-M1
 will be poor due to the divergence of M 1 for R 0.
Values of the integrals approximated by 2K2-M1 fo. Cases 5-9 are given
in Tables 5-9. Case 5 is the only case in this group which involves a sequence
of configurations in which R varies while Rab and Rcd remain fixed. In Case 5
2M2 -M1 is more accurate than 141 and )Z2 for R > a^ is more accurate than Sand
ow.
M for R > Sao, is at least nearly as accurate as S and M for Z ao, and is
less accurate than M2.. 3, and M for R ;S so.
For Cases 6 and 7, where Rab/R remats fixed as R is varied, 2M2A is
exact in the limit a a+. This is due to the fact that one of the charge
distributions is spherically symmetric, and the integrals therefore do not
contain any of the higher multipole-higher multipole terms vhich are neglected
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Iby 2M2-Ml. In spite of the fact that .Rab increases in proportion to R as
R -+ W, 2M2-M; gives exactly each monopole-mul.tipole term (each approaching
eA x R -1 as R - m ) in this limit. In Case 6, 2M -Mi is superior to the other
approximations for R > 2a0 . In Case 7, where the effects of overlap are
greater due to the different nuclear configuration, 2M2-Ml is superior to M
for R > 3a0, superior to S for R > 4a0, and comparable or superior to M2
forR>2a .N p
In Case 8, where Rab%R and Rbd/R are fixed as R varies, the integral
includes higher mulzipole-higher multipole terms and hence 2M 2-M1 is not
exact -in the limit R -. The limiting value is nevertheless better than
that given by the other approximations. Here 2M2-M1 is superior to M for
R > 3ao, superior to S for R >'a value of (probably) about 4a o, and comparable
or superior to M2 for R > ao .. In Case 9, where Rab/R and Nd/R are fixed
and where lines ab and bd partially overlap, 2M2-M1 like M2 has the proper
form is the ]Limit R	 whereas the other approximations do not. Here
2M2-Ml is apparently roughly comparable or superior to M2, S, and M for
R > 1.5 ao.
It may be concluded, therefore, that in most cases M-M, is more
accurate than S for R > 4a0, is more accurate than M for R > 3a0, and has
about the same or Lbetter accuracy than Me for R > 2a0 . Exceptions to these
conclusions might be cases involving values of R comparable to those considered
here but involving much larger values of R
ab' Rcd' an -bd than considered.
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VIII. SUMMARY AND COMMENTS
The Margeneu app_oximations to three- and four-center molecular integrals.
have been tested for accuracy and compared with the Sklar and Mulliken ap-
proximations for many cases involving atomic orbitals of the form a -r/a o. The
former approximations were designed to be accurate for cases involving large
distances between charge centers. It was found that Margeriau's first very
simple approximation is accurate for cases in which the distance between the
centers of charge is at least about five times as large as a o
 and at the same
time the internuclear distances of each charge distribution are less than or
about equal to a o . In such cases this approximation is nearly as accurate
as the Sklar approximation and is more accurate than the Mulliken approxima-
tion. Margenau's second, more complicated approximation was found to be
accurate in the same cases and for these cases is more accurate than the other
approximations considered. This approximation was also found to be more
accurate than the other approximations when the intercharge separation is
again at least about 5 a  but where the internuclear distances have any value
except values that are very large relative to the intercharge distance.
An approximation was proposed in which an integral is taken equal to
twice the value given by Margenau's second approximation minuk, the value
given by Margenau's first approximation. This approximation was found to
have an accuracy about equal to or better than Margenau's second approxima-
tion in all instances except those in which the interebarge separation is
small. Furthermore, the approximation was found to be superior to the Sklar
and Mulliken appio:Umations for somewhat smaller values of intereharge
separation than was true cf Margenau's second approximation.
The results obtained here may be generalized to cases where the basic
atomic orbital is a arlao by an appropriate change of distance scale.
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In addition, a means was presented for predict+ng and understanding the
accu-acles of molecular integral approximations, in which consideration is
given to tIx effects of overlap and higher multipoles of the charge distri-
butions. It was found that predictions of the relative accuracies of the
approximations considered here were borne out. This means of considering
the approximations led to the combined form of the Margenau approximations.
For small values of Rao the accuracy of any of the approximations con-
sidered here is probably insufficient for all molecular strscture calcula-
tions, although they may be adequate for determining the configuration of
the molecule. 16 Approximations which are sometimes more accurate than those
considered here have been proposed and employed. There have been many sug-
gested generalizations of the Sklar and Mulliken approximations which
improve their accuracy to some degree.17 The Cizek approximations offer
a more Pubstantial improvement. Tn the latter each charge distribution is
replaced by a sun of spherically symmetric charge distributions placed along
the internuclear axis in such a fashion that the first few s_, 12 terms of
Eq. (2) are exact in the limit R ao — m with 
ab and Rcd fixed. In this
process the effects of overlap are apparently well accounted for. The
accuracies for configuration sequences in which R varies while R/Rab and R/Red
remain fixed (the only case considered by Cizek) are quite good, and the
e
accuracies for simultaneously large values of R ao, R/ Rab' and R/Rcd must be
good. However, the approximations would be expected to be less accurate for
simultaneously small values of RAs., R; Ab, and RfRcd. In the latter case
improved accuracy might result if the placement of the approximate charge
distributions were such as to yield the first few 11, 12 terms of Eq. (2)
exactly in the limit k/ao -0 0 with Rab%ao and Rcdja o fixed.
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Hirsdl,fe13er17
 has made direct use of Eq. (2) with approximations to
the first few f
.11 
L2 
M . 
Silverstone1
 and Rudenberg 1,2 have used Eq. (2)
but with the bipolar expansion centers placed on the nuclei, to obtain
exact, higluy complicated expressions for some of the three- and four-
centar i.nt .
--grals. This author has given consideration to obtaining exact
express.i-x s for each of the f1112 
NA 
in Eq. (2) for the case in which the
expa:-Aon points are chosen to be the geometric charge centers ab and cd
...-o sr to obtain more rapid convergence of the expansion. At the present
time an exact multipole expansion for the charge distribution e(nao) +i e- (rla*rlb)/ao
about the point ab has been obtained.
I
t
i
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1. The various line segments, distances, angles and particles involved
in the discussions of the text. The nuclei are particles a, b, c,
and d and the electrons are particles 1 and 2. Points ab and cd
bisect line segments ab and cd respectively, and particles and points
a, b, ca, P, and a' lie in a single plane, as do c, d, ab, P, and c'.
The self-descriptive distances 
ric, rld' r2a and r 2 are not shown.
Fig. 2. The nuclear configurations involved in the integrals of cases 1 -9.
All nuclei may be considered to lie in'the plane of this page. Dots
mark the midpoints of tr y line segments on which they are placed.
M1
27	 i
ti
p accurate(ref.) M i 3 I	 M
1 0 0.782455 0 0.858385 0.769424(19) (+ A (+9.70%) (-1.66%)
3 1.4142 0.509687 0.606970 0.520359 0.501029(19) (+19.1%) (+2.09%) (-1.70%)
5 2.4495 0.339261 0.350434 0.341424 0.335257(19) (+3.29%) (+0.638%) (-1.18%)
3.4641 0.246089 0.247794 0.246711 0.244247(19) (+0.693%) (+0.253%) (-0.743%)
9 4.4721 0.191549 0.191941 0.191804 0.180623(19) (+0.206%) (+0.133%) (-0.483%)
13 6.4807 0.132370 0.132452 0.132450 0.132057(19) (+0.062%) (+0.060%) (-0.236%)
0.858385/91' 0.858385/91' 0.858385/91' 0.858385/9t'
a (0%) (0%) (0%)
Table 1. Comparison of accurate and apprazimate values for the integral
of one 1. Values of the integral have been divided by a 2/a. . R - a..
p - 11 + (2
 /R) . 9t' = 9t/ao.
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p 9t/ n accurate M1 S M
1 0 0.464605 W 0.586453 0.427717
(19) (+26.2%) (-7.94%)
3 2.8284 0.201223 0.207342 0.204569 0.193546
(19) (4-3.04%) (+1.66%) (-3.82%)
5 4.8990 0.119160 0.119739 0.119670 0.117259
(19) (+0.461%) (+0.430%) (-1.60%)
7 6.9282 0.084471 0.084647 0.084647 0.083778
(19) (1-0.208 (+0.208%) (-.820%) 
9 8.9443 0.065486 0.065567 0.065567 0.065161
(19) (+0.1?r4%) (+0.124%) (-0.496%)
0.858385/2 1 0.858385/it' 0.858385/2' 0.858385/11
M M (0%) (0%)) (0%)
Table 2. Comparison of accurate and approximate values for the integral
of case 2. Values of the integral have been divided by eYao R = 2ao.
p = VI + (222j)-2. 2' = */a..
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P St/a. accurate(ref.)
M 1 S M
0 0 0.782455 0.858385 0.709424(19) (+9.70%) (-1.66%)
1 0.5 0.735758 1.716771 0.769424 0.742216(19) (+133.3%) (+4.58%) (+0.878%)
3 1.5 0.500574 0.572257 0.501029 0.515828(19) (+14.3%) (+0.091%) (+1.05%)
5 2.5 0.336648 0.343354 0.335257 0.344451(19) (+1.99%) (-0.413%) (+2.32%)
7 3.5 0.245086 0.245253 0.244247 0.248764(19) (+0.06896) (-0.342%) (+1.50%)
9 4.5 0.191074 0.190752 0.190623 0.192933(19) (-0.168%) (-0.23696) (+0.97396)
13 6.5 0.132212 0.132059 0.132057 0.132842(19) (-0.11696) (-0.11796) (+0.47696)
0.858385/gt' 0.858385/91' 0.858385/1' 0.858385/9%'
(0) (0%) (0%)
Tablas 3. Comparison of accurate and approximate values for the integral
of oase 3. Values of the integral have been divided by e l/a.. R = so.
P = 2 9i/a o• ^C' _ Va..
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PA
/ao
accurate
(ref.) M 1 8 .M
0 0 0.464605 0 0.586433 0.427717
(19) (+26.2%) (-7.9496)
1 1 0.406005 0.586453 0.427717 0.431784(19) (+44.496) (+5.35%) (+6.35%)
3 3 0.196678 0.195484 0.193546 0.211741(19) (-0.607%) (-1.59%) (+7.66%)
5 5 0.118191 0.117291 0.117259 0.122053(19) (-0.761%) (-0.788%) (+3.27%)
7 7 0.084130 0.083779 0.083778 0.085522(19) (-0.417%) (-0.41896) (+1.6596)
9 9 0.065324 0.065161 0.065161 0.06533376(19) (-0.250%) (-0.250%) (+0.998%)
0.858385/'1' 0.858385/1' 0.858385/9i' 0.858385/9{'
ae 0 (0%) (0%) (0%)
Table 4. Comparison of accurate and approximate values for the integral
of case 4. Values of the integral have been divided by e 2/a,. R = 2ao.
P = 2t/R. 9t' = I/ao.
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